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Pen Llyn Ultras – 50, 75 & 100 miles

ROAD BOOK ESSENTIALS

Well done and thank you for being part of the FIFTH edition of the 
Pen Llyn Ultra Marathons, 2-4th July 2021! The excitement is rising as 
we look forward to welcoming you to the unrivalled beauty of the Llyn
Peninsula, and as runners, I guess we’re all glad to be back to some 
sort of normality.

Each year, we provide a comprehensive road book to ensure your race 
is as enjoyable and safe as possible. Rather than wait for every detail 
to be finalised, this year we are issuing ROADBOOK ESSENTIALS to give 
competitors advanced notice of the essential information needed to 
prepare for the three distances. So have a read through. Check out 
your race info, the website and facebook pages for more information, 
and if you have any questions, get in touch. 

Have a look at the Road-books from previous years (on the website) to 
get a feel for the additional detail you will receive closer to race day. 
We will imminently publish bespoke roadbooks, for each race, in even 
greater detail.

Prepare well!  And we look forward to seeing you in early July.



Pen Llyn Ultra – 50 miles
Start date / time:  3rd July 2021, First wave 5:00 am
Location:  Pen Llyn Ultra Village, Abererch Sands Holiday Village, LL53 6JP

Description of the course and navigation:
Spectactular! Enjoy the tranquil early-morning sea views as you head along the coast to Abersoch, then 
wonderful views as you cross the peninsula through the challenging hills on the way to the north coast 
checkpoint at the world-famous Ty Coch pub – then more beautiful coastal running to Nant Gwrtheyrn
before a tough climb past Yr Eifl car park and on up the new “Steps of Hell” to the highest point of the 
course. Finally, there are some lovely country lanes as you cut back across to the south coast of the 
peninsula, and back along the beach to the finish. Extremely relaxed cut-off times, if you wish to amble.

Navigation is not a major challenge (if you can see the sea, keep it on your left!), but it needs attention.  If 
you have been unable to recce the route, don’t worry. Either upload the gpx file (link below) to a navigation 
device and/or study it alongside the finalised detailed roadbook to prepare your own map. It is your 
responsibility to follow the route, although there will be a lot of good route marking and marshals to help. 

GPX file: At the time of going to press, the course is accurately plotted, with checkpoints marked. As and 
when interim water-station locations, and locations for ‘honesty book selfies’ are confirmed, these will be 
added, so make sure that you download the most up-to-date version before race day.  Do remember that gpx
files are never perfectly aligned to the paths on the ground. Rule 1 is, if a path in front of you doesn’t look 
right or safe… then safety-first!  Find the latest route-map here:  Plotaroute map for PLU 50 - near final 
version

Checkpoints, distances

Elevations and cut-off times:
** Checkpoint AFTER

the Steps from Hell

Check Point
Segment 

miles
Total

Ascent 

ft

Descent  

ft

Elapsed time 

cut-off

CP1 Mynytho 11.9 11.9 1138 682

CP2 Layby past Garn Fadryn 8.1 19.9 931 1125

CP3 Ty Coch 7.1 27.0 387 636 12hr

CP4 Nant Gwytheryn** 10.7 37.7 2325 1476 20hr 30m

CP5 Cae Corn Bach 5.4 43.2 128 896 22hr

Finish 7.1 50.3 66 112 24hr

Total 4975 4927

https://www.plotaroute.com/route/1550972


Pen Llyn Ultra – 75 miles
Start date / time:  3rd July 2021. First wave 5:00 am
Location:  Pen Llyn Ultra Village, Abererch Sands Holiday Village, LL53 6JP

Description of the course and navigation:
Spectactular! You’ve chosen the race that started it all, back in 2016, the “Classic” 75 miler (actually a little 
over 76.)  The ‘Classic’ pretty much hugs the beautiful and challenging coastline along the Wales Coast Path 
(WCP) for 62 miles; the northern coastal section finishing with a tough climb past Yr Eifl car park and on up 
the new ‘Steps of Hell’ to the highest point of the course. Then you take country lanes as you cut across and 
back to the south coast of the peninsula, and then back along the beach to the Abererch ultra village.

Navigation is not a major challenge (keep the sea to your left!) – but it does need attention.  If you have been 
unable to recce the route, don’t worry. Either upload the gpx file to a navigation device and/or study it 
alongside the finalised detailed roadbook to prepare your own map. (Do be aware that very occasionally 
SOME maps are at odds with the WCP as marked on the ground.) It is your responsibility to follow the route, 
although there will be a lot of good route marking and marshals to help. 

GPX file: At the time of going to press, the course is accurately plotted, with checkpoints marked. As and 
when interim water-station locations, and locations for ‘honesty book selfies’ are confirmed, these will be 
added, so make sure that you download the most up-to-date version before race day.  Do remember that gpx
files are never perfectly aligned to the paths on the ground. Rule 1 is, if a path in front of you doesn’t look 
right or safe… then safety-first! Find the latest route-map here:  Plotaroute map for PLU 75 - near final 
version

Checkpoints, distances

Elevations and cut-off times:

** Checkpoint AFTER

the Steps from Hell

Check Point

Segment 

miles
Total

Ascent 

ft

Descent  

ft

Elapsed time 

cut-off

CP1 Abersoch (Mickey's Bar) 11.3 11.3 715 698 3hr 30m

CP2 Rhyw 11.6 23.0 1332 1184 6hr 50m

CP3 Uwchmynnyd 11.5 34.2 1968 1669 10hr 

CP4 Porth Colom 9.2 43.4 1112 1584 13hr 30m

CP5 Ty Coch 9.8 53.1 626 616 16hr 30m

CP6 Nant Gwytheryn** 10.7 63.9 2181 1302 20hr 30m

CP7 Cae Corn Bach 5.4 69.3 127 895 22hr

Finish 7.1 76.4 400 534 24hr

76.4 8461 8482

https://www.plotaroute.com/route/1551682


Pen Llyn Ultra – 100 miles
Start date / time:  2nd July 2021. First wave 11:00 pm
Location:  Pen Llyn Ultra Village, Abererch Sands Holiday Village, LL53 6JP

Description of the course and navigation:
Spectactular! You’ve chosen the toughest of the lot. The 100-mile race that was first run in 2018, when only 2 
entrants selected this option!

Your route starts and finishes with a run along the beach and includes over 70 miles of spectacular coastline. 
Navigation is not a major challenge (for the first 25 miles,  if you see the sea keep it on your right… and after 
that, keep it on your left, until the very last mile!). It definitely needs some attention though.  If you have been 
unable to recce the route, don’t worry. Either upload the gpx file to a navigation device and/or study it 
alongside the finalised detailed roadbook to prepare your own map. (Do be aware that very occasionally 
SOME maps are at odds with the WCP as marked on the ground.) It is your responsibility to follow the route, 
although there will be a lot of good route marking and marshals to help. 

GPX file: At the time of going to press, the course is accurately plotted, with checkpoints marked. As and when 
interim water-station locations, and locations for ‘honesty book selfies’ are confirmed, these will be added, so 
make sure that you download the most up-to-date version before race day.  Do remember that gpx files are 
never perfectly aligned to the paths on the ground. Rule 1 is, if a path in front of you doesn’t look right or 
safe… then safety-first! Find the latest route-map here:  Plotaroute map for PLU 100 - near final version

Checkpoints, distances

Elevations and cut-off times:

Check Point

Segment 

miles
Total

Ascent 

ft

Descent  

ft

Elapsed time 

cut-off

CP1 Cae Corn Bach 29.2 29.2 2450 2312 8hr 30m

CP2 Abersoch (Mickey's Bar) 10.9 40.1 807 928 11hr 10m

CP3 Rhyw 11.6 51.7 1332 1184 14hr 20m

CP4 Uwchmynnyd 11.5 63.3 1968 1669 17hr 45m

CP5 Porth Colom 9.2 72.5 1112 1584 20hr 40m

CP6 Ty Coch 9.8 82.3 626 616 23hr 15m

CP7 Nant Gwytheryn 8.3 90.6 1853 977 26hr 30m

CP8 Cae Corn Bach 5.4 96.1 265 1171 28hr

Finish 3.9 100.0 157 295 29hr

100.0 10570 10736

https://www.plotaroute.com/map/1555790


Know this sign. It is your friend!

Rules:
This road book is not intended to cover all the rules. 
Please check out your race information and instructions

Compulsory Kit List
• Back-Pack- consider waterproofness
• Head torch with spare batteries (see notes)
• Map/GPS/Navigation Device. GPX for 100’s
• Compass (if you can use it)
• Survival Bag - recommendation see this link – A 

single-sheet ‘emergency blanket’ NOT acceptable
• First Aid kit relevant to you
• Waterproof jacket with integral hood, taped seams 

and waterproof trousers in good condition
• Whistle
• Snacks
• Cash £20 recommended (emergency taxi fee)
• Mobile phone with battery capacity for entire race 

and waterproof covering. Selfies required at 
certain points.

• Watch
• Hat and gloves (weather can be extremely hot or 

cold)
• Collapsible cup (suitable for hot and cold drinks)
• Hand Sanitiser (e.g. see this link)
• Minimum 1 litre of water, walkers and mid to back 

of packers 1.5 litres advised
• Buff/Face mask
• Printed road book-laminated or waterproof
• Advisable:  sun cream and lip salve
• Optional: Poles

Drop Bags:  These are available for 75 & 100 
runners. Both sets of runners can have a bag at the 
Nant Gwytheryn CP and the 100 runners have an 
extra bag at CP1. Please do not put stuff in your bag 
that you want waiting for you at the finish such as 
car keys, beer money or a big cigar! IMPORTANT We 
will try – but we cannot guarantee the drop bags 
return until 4am Sunday morning.

Head torches 
MUST be immediately to hand (e.g. in an 
immediately reachable pocket) after leaving the Ty 
Coch checkpoint, and must be on heads and 
switched on from 20:00. Instant disqualification for 
failure to comply. No excuses .

Honesty Book Selfies:
Traditionally, we have placed ‘honesty books’ in selected 
remote locations of the course and have required runners 
to tear out a page as proof of reaching that point.  This 
year, to allow for more ‘social distance’, we ask you to take 
selfie photographs instead.  Keep your camera/mobile 
charged-up to avoid the 2hr penalty for failure!

Runners’ etiquette:
We are running in shared space. Please be respectful 
to other path users who might be nervous of being 
too close to a stream of ‘glowing’ runners. Please 
read, understand and adhere to our runners’ 
etiquette document on your race waiver – it follows 
ITRA guidance.

On behalf the whole Pen Ultra team, we 
hope you have a fantastic time during and 
after the race. Hwyl! Let’s go for it! 

With thanks to our sponsors:

Route data and cut-off times:
Please note that the mileages, ascents, descents etc are for 
your guidance only. Take responsibility for familiarising
yourself with the route – which follows the Welsh Coast 
Path (WCP) for large sections.  It can be tempting to cut 
corners on coastal paths. Don’t! (unless for safety reasons). 
Never put yourself at risk.
We expect to use a ‘staggered’ start with runners leaving 
the start in waves. Cut-off times are therefore expressed in 
terms of elapsed time from when your wave leaves the 
starting point.

Key Information

http://testedtodestruction.blogspot.com/2013/11/sol-bivvy-bag.htmlhttp:/testedtodestruction.blogspot.com/2013/11/sol-bivvy-bag.html
https://www.homebargains.co.uk/products/20366-handy-clip-antibacterial-hand-sanitiser-48-x-30ml.aspx

